
 

EDCeipt by Craig Petty - UK VERSION

"Craig has been making waves in the community recently for very good reasons.
He is creating masterpiece after masterpiece. EDCeipt is no different; it's
incredible!"
- Peter Turner

30 ITEMS
5 RECIEPTS.
YOU ALWAYS KNOW.

EDCeipt is the DEFINITION of packs small plays BIG.

EDCeipt is a definitive masterwork exploration of the Calculator Card Principal.

This is EXACTLY what happens. The spectator thinks of any item from a couple
of receipts that you keep in your wallet and with no fishing or memory work, you
know exactly what item they're thinking of.

It's that clean, it's that direct, and it's that powerful.

Based on a classic but criminally underused principle; the method behind 
EDCeipt allows your participant to freely think of any of the 30 items spread over
5 receipts and you INSTANTLY know what they're thinking of.

The receipts have been designed to look identical to real receipts from real
stores. With UK and US versions available, we've made them from Tyvek. Which
means that they FEEL like receipt's but can't be torn and will last for years and
years!

Keep these in your wallet and have the ability to perform an effect that gets wild
reactions, anywhere, anytime.

But EDCeipt isn't just a one-and-done trick... it's JUST the very tip of the iceberg.
Craig has teamed up with a team of magic and mentalism's most brilliant minds
to deep-dive, explore and push the boundaries of tricks and ideas that you'd
never before imagine possible from just 5 seemingly innocent receipts combined
with an age old principal.
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Tricks, routines, ideas and concepts from:

Michael Murray
Peter Nardi
Simon Lipkin
Lloyd Barnes
Javier Fuenmayor
Mark Lemon
And a 2 hour special with Peter Turner.

From chair tests, to liar/truth teller, crazy visual reveals, social media routines,
how to perform on over zoom and so, so much more!

With 6 hours of detailed instructions and real-world live performances, Craig
Petty and friends leave no stone left unturned.

EDCeipt strikes the balance between BEGINNER level difficulty with EXPERT
level reactions.

Easy to do
Tyvek receipts last a lifetime
UK or USA available
Perfect Every Day Carry
No memory work
No fishing

Every Day Carry magic and mentalism really doesn't get any better than this.

"Craig has done it again. A magnificent multi layered routine with the perfect
blend of method and mystery culminating in an impossible reveal as astonishing
close-up and it would be on stage."
- Matthew Wright

"I've been spending my whole life making my magic organic and Edceipt is just
PERFECT. This goes straight into my wallet!"
- Henry Harrius

"EDCeipt will find its way to wallets of magicians worldwide. It is organic and it
looks at an old principle from a fresh perspective."
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- Perseus Arkomanis

"An original application of a great method. Brilliant thinking Craig."
- Christian Grace

"Craig has created something special with EDCeipt! He has taken an old and
underused principle in magic, and not only modernized it, but made it look like
true mind reading."
- Kyle Purnell

"Craig's new effect EDCeipt fuses a classic methodology, organic natural props
and the legendary Petty routining to create a hard hitting close up piece of mind-
reading magic. I love this kind of conversational, off the cuff mentalism, I like
tricks with an easily understood hook, logical props and a complete presentation -
and EDCeipt delivers. Tuck it in your wallet, and you're all set to blow some
brains."
- Phill Smith

"With EDCeipt; Craig has taken a tried and tested concept to new heights with
the introduction of logical and flat-pack props, alongside lashings of clever and
funny moments to drive audiences away from the possibility that any method
aside from real mind reading could be at play!"
- Dee Christopher

"Craig has reworked and polished a classic effect into something that is not only
practical to carry, but finally makes complete logical sense. I can't wait to start
using this."
- Michael Murray
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